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Impaired hand function is a major contributor to overall disability and
reduced health-related quality of life in scleroderma (SSc) patients. A
relevant issue concerns interaction of SSc subjects with touchscreen
interfaces. The present study aims at investigating this problem
assessing SSc patients’ performance with a novel, aptly designed,
touchscreen application in order to identify critical items of touchscreen
technology which may impair or facilitate the use by SSc subjects.
Eighty SSc patients performed this novel application including three
games, each of which tested a different gesture: tapping,
Abstract: dragging/dropping and pinching to zoom. Eight healthy subjects without
hand impairments were recruited as controls. SSc patients per-formed
worse than healthy users in each game, and statistically significant
negatively impacting items were identified.
In the second phase of the study, the ten worst touchscreen performers
within the SSc cohort were recruited for a physio-rehabilitation trial
based on the daily use at home of a modified version of the software
application downloaded into the personal devices of patients.
The results of this study allow introduction of guidelines to design
accessible touchscreen interfaces for subjects with SSc and suggest that
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touchscreen technology may be included in self-administered physiorehabilitation programs for SSc hand.
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Abstract
Impaired hand function is a major contributor to overall disability and reduced health-related
quality of life in scleroderma (SSc) patients. A relevant issue concerns interaction of SSc
subjects with touchscreen interfaces. The present study aims at investigating this problem
assessing SSc patients’ performance with a novel, aptly designed, touchscreen application
in order to identify critical items of touchscreen technology which may impair or facilitate the
use by SSc subjects.
Eighty SSc patients performed this novel application including three games, each of which
tested a different gesture: tapping, dragging/dropping and pinching to zoom. Eight healthy
subjects without hand impairments were recruited as controls. SSc patients performed
worse than healthy users in each game, and statistically significant negatively impacting
items were identified.
In the second phase of the study, the ten worst touchscreen performers within the SSc
cohort were recruited for a physio-rehabilitation trial based on the daily use at home of a
modified version of the software application downloaded into the personal devices of
patients.
The results of this study allow introduction of guidelines to design accessible touchscreen
interfaces for subjects with SSc and suggest that touchscreen technology may be included
in self-administered physio-rehabilitation programs for SSc hand.
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1. Introduction
Hand disability is a common consequence of scleroderma (SSc). Most SSc patients are
young or middle-aged women1 experiencing limitations in hand function2, ranging from mild
impairment in early stages (Raynaud’s phenomenon and puffy fingers)3 up to severe
dysfunction in later stages (digital ulcers and sclerodactily) leading to hand deformity4.
Thickening and stiffness of the skin and underlying tendons can lead to contracture of the
fingers. Inflammatory arthritis is also frequently present, accompanied by joint pain and
swelling5. Additionally, vasculopathy of the small arteries of the hand extremities leads to
ischemic damage of the fingers with the development of digital ulceration and poor wound
healing when trauma occurs. All these factors contribute to decreasing the range of motion
and the hand functionality6. The resulting changes lead to pain and hand disability that
interfere with daily life and work7. Even when cutaneous involvement is limited and the main
feature of the microcirculatory defect is the chronic swelling of the fingers, called puffy
fingers, a limitation in grip and pinch strength can be observed.
In a self-reported study conducted among 30 Scandinavian women, finger flexion and
extension resulted the most impaired aspect of hand mobility8. Moreover, fingertips are less
sensitive due to skin thickening or peripheral nerve sensitive dysfunction, or painful for a
skin ulceration or a pitting scar. All these features are commonly encountered by SSc
patients, often at the same time, and the friendly use of any touchscreen interface is
obviously impaired. This is not a trivial issue, since most personal devices (smartphones,
tablets) are currently based on touchscreen technology and touchscreens are increasingly
used in public contexts, such as ticket machines in stations and airport, automated teller
machines (ATM), transaction kiosks in grocery stores, and in indoor and outdoor daily lives.
Given such widespread use, it is obviously necessary that touchscreen technology is
accessible and usable by the largest number of people with the widest range of abilities.
Consequently, many studies have been conducted to highlight factors that affect
performance with touchscreen interfaces9 in children

10,11

adults12 and elderly people13,14

with several impairments and disabilities, e.g. dexterity impairments15, motor control
disabilities16, 17. In this context, the present study aims at understanding how SSc may affect
the accessibility of patients to touchscreen interfaces and introducing some guidelines to
design user-friendly touchscreen interfaces for subjects with SSc. Therefore, providing SSc
patients with easy-to-use touchscreen devices seems to be a meaningful and feasible goal
in order to improve their quality of life.
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The second aim was implementation of a physio-rehabilitation program for SSc patients
based on a touchscreen application downloaded on personal smartphone and tablet that
exploits selected gestures and interface features. This is an important issue, as the
Scleroderma Patient-centered Intervention Network (SPIN), a collaborative network of
clinicians, patients and investigators from Canada, the USA, Europe and Latin America
(www.spinsclero.com) has dedicated the first intervention to an online program of hand
exercises designed to improve hand function18.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Participants
The study was proposed to 102 SSc patients consecutively followed by Clinica Medica,
Azienda Ospedali Riuniti Ancona, Italy. Upon informed consent, eighty of them participated.
Accordingly, eighty healthy subjects, without any hand impairments, were recruited as
control subjects. The two cohorts matched in terms of age, gender and familiarity with
touchscreen devices.
2.2 Touchscreen application
A touchscreen application was aptly generated for this study. It included the following three
games:
•Tap: an object appears on the screen and when the user taps on it, it disappears and the
next one is shown.
•Drag and drop: two objects with same size appear on the screen and when the user drags
the colored one into the white one, they disappear. If the user fails (i.e., the object and the
target do not match) the object position is reset.
•Pinch-to-zoom: enlarging or reducing the size of an object (colored circle) using two fingers
until it reaches the target (dashed circle). If the user fails (i.e., the object and the target do
not match) the object position is reset.
The three games were distributed in five sessions with sequential steps characterized by
increasing complexity. If the user could not complete the step within the assigned time
(Tmax), the next step would start automatically in order to guarantee the end of the session.
In each game, the attributes of the target object changed from one step to another and were
randomly assigned. In the first game, the object variables were position on the screen (six
different areas), size (small, medium, big) and shape (square, round square, circle) (Fig. 1
A).
4
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The variables in the second game were drag position and drop position on the screen (same
six areas as in game 1) and object size. Fourteen trajectories were included, with six different
directions and two distinct lengths (Fig. 1 B).
Object position, object size and target size were the variables of the pinching to zoom game.
Two types of gesture (zoom in or zoom out, i.e. reducing or enlarging the object size,
respectively) and two zoom dimension (1-small or 2-high) were included (Fig. 1 C).
For all sessions, a data report was generated, containing the user ID, the game variables
and the user’s performance with each variable in terms of valid or invalid input, success rate
and completion time.
[insert Figure 1.]

2.3 Experimental procedure
At baseline, patients underwent clinical examination to evaluate several parameters
affecting the hand function: active Raynaud’s phenomenon, puffy fingers, digital ulcers,
calcinosis, pitting scars, acrosteolysis. phalange amputations, flexion contractures, active
synovitis. Skin thickness was assessed by Rodnan Skin Score (RSS) applied on the fingers
(proximal phalanxes) and dorsum of both hands and both forearms, for a maximum score
of 18. The clinical features were recorded into a dedicated database and taken into
consideration in the analysis of individual patients’ performance.
Then, patients were asked to perform the three games on the touchscreen device, a tablet
(Samsung Galaxy Tab A 10.1) placed onto a fixed support on a large table. Each participant
was asked to sit in front of the tablet and to adjust the height and position of the seat in order
to be as much comfortable as possible, and to interact with the touchscreen device using
the dominant hand and the fingers they felt more comfortable with. This test configuration
was set up to ensure the patient comfort during the test. The experimental session ended
when the patients completed all the games.
At this point, the Cochin Hand Function Scale (CHFS) questionnaire19 was administered. It
provided a self-assessment of the hand impairment by each SSc patient and helped stratify
the monocentric cohort according to the severity of hand impairment.
The same procedure was followed for the control subjects. In this cohort, the first step aimed
at verifying the absence of hand impairments or other diseases (e.g., cognitive problems)
that could negatively affect the performance with the touchscreen device. The
characteristics of both cohorts are summarized in Table 1.
[insert Table 1.]
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2.4 Physio-rehabilitation trial
Among the 80 SSc patients who participated to the in-hospital study, 10 subjects
characterized by low performance, i.e. a success rate <65% with the three games, were
identified and asked to participate into a 30 days at-home physio-rehabilitation trial upon
informed consent.
The trial consisted in daily playing, at home, for 30 days, with an improved version of the
touchscreen application downloaded into the patients’ personal smartphones or tablets. This
second version included the same three games, which were reprogrammed in order to allow
a physio-rehabilitation trial over 10 increasingly difficult levels. The aim was to investigate
any possible improvements in hand function thanks to daily exercise with a touchscreen
interface.
The ten SSc patients were gathered in the hospital room dedicated to clinical studies, where
the application was installed on patients’ personal devices and explained through a video
demonstration. After the monthly exercise session, participants were reconvened to verify
their hand conditions and satisfaction with the application through an interview including the
following items: time spent daily with the application, hand benefits or fatigue encountered
upon playing, and identification of the most difficult game.
The following data were recorded into a dedicated database:


Time: timestamp with date and hour



Level played



Results: session results distinguished in
o Positive taps: correct steps;
o Errors: invalid taps in tapping game and icon coming back to the initial position
in drag and drop and pinch-to-zoom games;
o Timeout: failed steps

2.5 Statistical analysis

Categorical variables were summarized according to absolute and percentage rate.
Quantitative variables were summarized using median. Data were analyzed by Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, considering moderate correlation when 0,40<r<0,59, strong
correlation when 0,60<r<0,79 and very strong correlation when r>0,80. All correlations
between user performance and user characteristics were confirmed with t-test.
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3. Results
Overall, the results showed that the touchscreen application aptly designed for this study
was performed with lower success rate and longer execution time by SSc patients in
comparison with healthy users. As shown in Figure 3, tapping game was the easiest, i.e. the
one characterized by highest success rates and the lowest difference between the two
cohorts of users (Fig 2 A).
The lowest success rate was observed in drag and drop game (Fig. 2 B), especially because
of the long trajectories on screen which turned out to be the most difficult for SSc patients.
The biggest difference between SSc patients and healthy controls was observed with the
pinching to zoom game (Fig. 2 C), in which the zoom out, that is the enlargement of the
object size, was the most difficult task for the SSc cohort.
[insert Figure 2.]

A regression analysis was performed in order to study which features affected most the
users’ performance. For Tap game, none of the variables (icon size, shape, position)
significantly impacted on the success. For the Drag and drop game, significant variables
were the horizontal position of the drag action, the length of the trajectory and the size of
the object. More in detail the probability to succeed increased moving the drag position
from left to right and decreased when the length of the trajectory increased. For the Pinchto-zoom game, success was more easily reached when a zoom-in with large icon was
required. Lastly, a regression considering success for all the games considering the
common features of position (horizontal and vertical) and size was performed. The
probability to succeed increased for higher sizes of the object and moving the object from
left to right.
These findings were then considered for redesigning the interface used in the physiorehabilitation trial.
Older age was associated with a worse performance in all games.
Namely, drag and drop, and pinching to zoom showed a strong negative correlation (r>0,6)
between success rate and age, whereas a moderate negative correlation (r=0,48) between
tapping success rate and age was found. These negative correlations between older age
and performance were noted in both cohorts of subjects included in the study. To find a
common clinical feature shared by SSc and control subjects, which could explain the data,
the impact of osteoarthritis, the most common age-related condition affecting the hand, was
taken into account. Indeed, clinical diagnosis of this condition was made in 35/80 (43.75%)
7
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SSc patients and 33/80 (41.25%) controls, all characterized by age >60. Within this over 60
group, SSc subjects performed worse than controls.
Users who were already familiar with touchscreen devices performed better than inexpert
users, indeed, a strong positive correlation (r>0,6) was observed in all games. No correlation
was observed between performance and gender.
Notwithstanding the unbalance between the number of diffuse (n.17) and limited (n.63)
cutaneous SSc patients in the cohort, the diffuse subset was characterized by a
statistically significant (**p<0.01) worse performance in games 2 and 3, but not in game 1.
A weak correlation between performance and pathological features of SSc subjects was
observed. Patients with active Raynaud’s phenomenon showed worse performances in all
games, whereas the presence of puffy fingers negatively affected the pinch-to-zoom
performance only. However, in both cases the difference was not statistically significant.
Weak negative association was found between RSS and pinching to zoom performance,
and between RSS and drag and drop success rate. Other clinical features such as digital
ulcers, calcinosis, pitting scars, acroosteolysis, phalange amputations, flexion
contractures, active synovitis were present in few SSc subjects and did not reach the
number required for statistical analysis.
The results of the physio-rehabilitation trial are based on the data of eight subjects,
because two patients dropped out after few days. The remaining eight participants played
the three games daily for 30 days.
As shown in Figure 3, the mean percentage of success over the ten increasingly difficult
levels in tap game was 98.33% but decreased to 81.60% in drag and drop game and to
40% in pinch-to-zoom game. Consistently, the mean percentage of timeouts over the ten
levels increased from tap (1.66%) to drag and drop (18.66%) and to pinch-to-zoom
(61.33%) games.
[insert Figure 3.]

Figure 4 shows the mean percentage of success at each level of each game. While tap
game was performed with a success rate higher than 98% at all levels, in drag and drop
game the success rate varied between 90% and 60%. The lowest mean success rate in this
game was observed at level 8 where the sudden introduction of longer trajectories negatively
impacted on the dragging ability of some SSc subjects. In the subsequent levels, performed
after the user had trained with this new game mode, the performance progressively
improved. With the pinch-to-zoom game the success rate dropped below 60% at level 8,
8
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characterized by the introduction of repeated zooms, and even more at the last two levels
(around 10%) characterized by increasing number of repeated zooms and lower icon size.
In tap game, the number of errors, i.e. invalid inputs, was close to zero. In drag and drop,
errors significantly increased from level 8 to 10, whereas timeouts, i.e. the missed
completion of game within the assigned time, reached the peak at level 8 and then
returned to previous trend. Conversely, in pinch-to-zoom game, the number of errors
remained approximately constant over the 10 levels while the number of timeouts sharply
increased from level 8 onwards, contributing to the drastic reduction of success rate.
[insert Figure 4.]

At the end of the physio-rehabilitation trial, participants were reconvened in the dedicated
hospital room to undergo a hand check-up visit. A specific survey was administered to the
eight SSc patients for a qualitative evaluation of the application. Results are shown in
Table 2.
[insert Table 2.]

The average daily time spent playing with the touchscreen application was about 33
minutes. Half of participants found the application beneficial for hand function, while 37.5%
of them experienced hand fatigue. Pinch-to-zoom was unanimously considered the hardest
game.

4. Discussion
It is immediately conceivable that anatomical alterations caused by scleroderma may
negatively affect hand function, nevertheless it is important to better define and characterize
the extent of hand functional impairment of people suffering from this disease. Our study
aimed at obtaining novel information on the performance of SSc subjects with touchscreen
devices. In fact, given their current widespread use in indoor and outdoor daily living
activities, touchscreen devices certainly represent an important tool to test the hand function
in this clinical setting. Our study was not just an observation of SSc patients dealing with
their personal smartphones or tablets, because it was based on a novel software application
specifically designed to test the most important hand gestures employed to properly interact
with a touchscreen interface.
The data collected in the cohort of eighty SSc patients tested with this novel touchscreen
application showed statistically significant differences between this group and the cohort of
eighty sex- and age-matched healthy controls. Generally, SSc patients’ performance was
9
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worse, with regards both to successful accomplishment of the several exercises and to the
time employed to complete them.
Within the SSc cohort some differences were found in the performance with the three
different games composing the novel application. Tapping, e.g. the touch of the fingertip on
an object appearing on the screen, was the least difficult gesture for patients, indeed it was
the one performed with the highest success rate and the shortest time, only slightly – though
significantly – worse than healthy controls. Situation notably changed with the other two
games designed for the application, drag and drop and pinch to zoom. Drag and drop, i.e.
the gesture required to move an object on the screen into another one with the same shape
and size without lifting the fingertip from the screen, was the one performed with the lowest
percentage of success. Pinch to zoom, that is putting two fingers in an object appearing on
the screen and moving the fingers in or out in order to reduce or enlarge, respectively, the
size of the object, was the game which took the longest time and showed the biggest
difference between SSc and healthy cohorts.
Some differences in performance were observed in relation with the variables introduced in
each game of the application. The most significant negative correlations were found with the
longer trajectories on screen during the drag and drop game and with the zoom out gesture
during the pinch to zoom game. The explanation probably resides in the peculiar anatomical
changes of SSc hand, often characterized by reduced finger extension with subsequent
difficulty in wider moves.
Correlations between SSc clinical features and performance with the touchscreen
application were also analyzed. Patients with active Raynaud’s phenomenon performed
worse than those without in all games, but the differences were not statistically significant.
It must be noted that the high room temperature within the hospital likely favored vasospasm
regression, reducing the impact of this clinical item.
The presence of puffy fingers negatively affected the pinch to zoom game, again without
reaching a statistically significant difference with SSc patients without this feature. It is
however worth noting that this clinical item had an impact only on the gesture requiring the
combined use of two fingers.
We thought to exploit this novel touchscreen application not only as a source of information
useful for the future design of touchscreen interfaces especially dedicated to SSc patients
or other categories of patients with similar hand disabilities, but also as a tool for selfadministered hand rehabilitation treatment. Thus, the ten worst touchscreen performers
within the SSc cohort were recruited for what we called “physio-rehabilitation trial”, based
10
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on the daily use at home of a modified version of the software application downloaded into
the personal devices of patients. The data collected in this subgroup were registered from
remote and were largely consistent with previous results: tapping was the easiest game,
pinch to zoom the hardest. Increasingly difficult levels in each game session were aptly
introduced with the aim of training the patients, and initial observations that this may be a
useful approach came from drag and drop game results.
Half of patients reported that the trial was beneficial for hand function in terms of motility and
improvement of touchscreen technology use. Notwithstanding the limited number of
subjects tested at home, which does not permit any statistical analysis and requires caution
with results’ interpretation,T this may be considered an interesting novel approach that may
be part of an integrated and more structured self-administered physio-rehabilitation
programme for SSc hand.
In conclusion, the present study shows how and how much SSc may affect the use of
touchscreen devices and introduces some guidelines to design user-friendly touchscreen
interfaces for subjects with SSc, in order to improve their quality of life. Moreover,
touchscreen technology may represent a complementary therapeutic tool. The modified
application tested with the smaller cohort of patients also offers the opportunity of remote
monitoring of hand function via observation of patients’ performance trends. Further
studies with larger sample sizes and rigorous clinical trial design are obviously required to
validate this kind of approach in the management of SSc hand disability.
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Legends to figures and tables

Figure 1. A. Tapping areas (game 1); B. Dragging trajectories (game 2); C. Pinch to zoom
modalities (game 3) on the left panels and screenshots of the corresponding games on the
right panels.
Figure 2. Comparison between SSc patients (orange) and healthy users (gray) performing
A. tapping, B. drag and drop and C. pinch to zoom; in terms of success rate (left panels)
and time taken in milliseconds (right panels), and in relation to participants’ age.
Figure 3. Mean percentage of success (blue) and timeouts (orange) of the eighty SSc
patients in each game.
Figure 4. Mean percentage of success of the SSc patients in each game of the modified
version of the application, used in the physio-rehabilitation trial. On the X-axis are
indicated the levels of game difficulty, increasing from 1 to 10.
Table 1. Demographic data and clinical characteristics of the cohorts.
Table 2. Individual results of the eight SSc patients who completed the physiorehabilitation trial. Time indicates the minutes daily spent performing the application,
benefits and fatigue indicate the self-reported improvement and discomfort, respectively.
Hardest game indicates the application game with the lowest performance results.
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SSC PATIENTS

CONTROLS

MALE

10 (12.5%)

15 (18.75%)

FEMALE

70 (87.5%)

65 (81.25%)

NON-MOBILE USERS

27 (33.75%)

27 (33.75%)

AGE (YEARS)

Mean=60.34

Mean=60.01

SD=14.66

SD=14.91

LIMITED CUTANEOUS INVOLVEMENT

63 (78.75%)

-

DIFFUSE CUTANEOUS INVOLVEMENT

17 (21.25%)

-

ACTIVE RAYNAUD’S PHENOMENON

59 (73.75%)

-

PUFFY FINGERS

51 (63.75%)

-

DIGITAL ULCERS

12 (15.00%)

-

CALCINOSIS

8 (10.00%)

-

PITTING SCARS

24 (30.00%)

-

ACRO-OSTEOLYSIS

11 (13.75%)

-

PHALANGE AMPUTATIONS

1 (1.25%)

-

FLEXION CONTRACTURES

13 (16.25%)

-

ACTIVE SYNOVITIS

8 (10.00%)

-

RSS

Mean=5,45/18

-

CHFS

Mean=11/90

0
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TIME (MIN)

BENEFITS

FATIGUE

HARDEST GAME

SUBJECT 1

15

Yes

Yes

3

SUBJECT 2

25

Yes

Yes

3

SUBJECT 3

20

No

No

3

SUBJECT 4

35

Yes

Yes

3

SUBJECT 5

60

No

No

3

SUBJECT 6

30

No

No

3

SUBJECT 7

60

Yes

No

3

SUBJECT 8

20

No

No

3
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